
Dennis Smith Entertainment Showcases Top
Premier Event Spaces in New York City And
Atlanta

Unveiling Premier Venues: Dennis Smith Entertainment's 'City Series' Highlights the Best Luxury Event

Spaces in NYC and Atlanta

UNITED STATES, April 22, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Dennis Smith Entertainment, a renowned

provider of premium entertainment solutions for luxury events, has announced the publication

of a new series of articles unofficially called the 'City Series.' This series aims to showcase top

event venues in major US cities, starting with New York City and Atlanta. These articles serve as

an in-depth guide for individuals and clients interested in identifying ideal locations for upscale

events, ranging from corporate gatherings and weddings to exclusive private functions.

New York City: Showcasing Top Event Venues

The first installment of the 'City Series' focuses on New York City, renowned for its dynamic event

spaces catering to corporate and social gatherings. The article, titled "NYC's Elite: Top 5 Premier

Event Spaces in New York City," highlights five venues known for their distinctive features and

exceptional service standards.

Highlighted venues include:

The Plaza Hotel: Central Park South’s iconic hotel offers grand ballrooms and elegant meeting

spaces perfect for high-profile events.

The Glasshouses: An array of modern spaces offering panoramic views of Manhattan, ideal for

any corporate event or wedding.

Gotham Hall: Midtown Manhattan's landmark venue with a majestic Art Deco ballroom suitable

for grand-scale events.

Brooklyn Botanic Garden: Offers a natural, serene setting for weddings and corporate functions,

with lush landscapes and comprehensive service packages.

Pier Sixty, The Lighthouse & Current at Chelsea Piers: Versatile waterfront venues with stunning

views and adaptable event spaces.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Atlanta: Luxurious Venues for Elegant Occasions

Following New York, the series highlights Atlanta, a city that combines southern charm with

luxury, making it a sought-after destination for upscale events. The article titled "Atlanta’s A-list

Locations: The 5 Best Luxury Event Spaces in Atlanta" details premier venues that specialize in

creating exclusive and memorable experiences.

Featured venues include:

The St. Regis Atlanta: Provides an opulent backdrop with bespoke service, ideal for lavish

weddings and corporate events.

The Biltmore Ballrooms: Offers a historical setting with two beautifully restored ballrooms

perfect for luxurious events.

Four Seasons Hotel Atlanta: Known for its five-star services and customizable event spaces, it

caters extensively to luxury events.

Atlanta History Center: Features a variety of unique venues set against a backdrop of the city’s

rich history, offering a distinctive charm.

The Estate: A private and elegant venue known for its refined architecture and exclusive

atmosphere.

Exploring the Corporate Events Landscape in Atlanta: Insights from Dennis Smith

Entertainment

The corporate event scene in Atlanta offers a dynamic and diverse setting for businesses looking

to make a lasting impression. Dennis Smith Entertainment, through its insights in a recent blog

post titled "Corporate Events in Atlanta: Planning Tips & Entertainment Secrets," highlights

essential strategies and tips for planning successful corporate gatherings in the heart of the

South. This guidance is particularly beneficial for those utilizing Atlanta's top event spaces, as

featured in the City Series.

Integrating these insights with the luxurious backdrops provided by venues featured in Dennis

Smith Entertainment’s 'City Series' can elevate any corporate event from ordinary to

extraordinary. Whether leveraging The Biltmore Ballrooms' historical elegance or The

Glasshouses’s modern chic, pairing top-tier entertainment with impeccable venues ensures any

event’s success in Atlanta’s vibrant corporate scene.

Insight from Dennis Smith, Founder of Dennis Smith Entertainment

https://www.dennissmithentertainment.com/blog-updates/luxury-event-spaces-in-atlanta
https://www.dennissmithentertainment.com/blog-updates/luxury-event-spaces-in-atlanta
https://www.dennissmithentertainment.com/blog-updates/corporate-events-in-atlanta-planning-tips


Dennis Smith commented on the series, highlighting the joy and pride his team feels when

performing in these cities, especially Atlanta, where the flagship band Party on the Moon was

founded. "Each city in our 'City Series' holds a special place in our hearts, particularly Atlanta, our

home base. There's a unique vibe and warmth in Atlanta that resonates perfectly with the energy

and style of Party on the Moon. Performing in New York City also has its perks—the dynamic

atmosphere and the iconic venues push us to deliver our best performances."

Smith continues, "Our aim with the City Series is not just to inform but also to enrich the event

planning process, making it an enjoyable and exciting venture for our clients. These articles serve

as a gateway to exploring the potential of what a luxury event can be, with the right setting and

the perfect entertainment."

Dennis Smith Entertainment's Role

In each city featured in the 'City Series,' Dennis Smith Entertainment provides insights on how

their services can enhance events at these locations. Specializing in live bands and a broad range

of entertainers, Dennis Smith Entertainment collaborates with clients and event planners to

tailor entertainment options that complement the venue's ambiance and event’s theme.

The launch of the 'City Series' by Dennis Smith Entertainment marks a significant step towards

enriching the event planning landscape across major US cities. By detailing the unique attributes

and comprehensive services of selected premier event spaces, this series not only aids in the

decision-making process for clients but also showcases the versatility and broad capabilities of

Dennis Smith Entertainment in enhancing any event with its bespoke entertainment options.

Dennis Smith articulates the future of the 'City Series' with enthusiasm: "We are thrilled with the

reception to our New York City and Atlanta articles and are excited to extend this series to other

major cities. Each city has a unique character and collection of venues that can turn any event

into a landmark occasion. Our goal is to demystify the venue selection process for our clients

and provide them with insider knowledge and expert entertainment that reflect the vibrancy and

diversity of these locales."

Following the success of articles focusing on New York City and Atlanta, Dennis Smith

Entertainment plans to continue this journey by exploring more cities such as Chicago, Los

Angeles, and Miami. These articles will aim to uncover and highlight the best event spaces these

cities offer, providing valuable insights for planning high-end events; whether clients are looking

to plan a luxurious wedding, a sophisticated corporate event, or an exclusive social gathering,

the 'City Series' promises to be an indispensable guide.

As the series expands, readers can look forward to more in-depth articles, rich with insights from

Dennis Smith Entertainment's commitment to providing unmatched entertainment experiences.

"Our focus on major cities will continue to reflect our dedication to accessibility, excellence, and

innovation in the event entertainment industry," promises Dennis Smith.



About Dennis Smith Entertainment

Dennis Smith Entertainment offers premium entertainment services, including live bands, DJs,

and unique performance artists, for luxury events across North America. Focusing on

customization and client satisfaction, Dennis Smith Entertainment is dedicated to enhancing

each event with a unique and memorable entertainment experience.

Dennis Smith

Dennis Smith Entertainment

+1 770-262-1060

create@dennissmithentertainment.com

Visit us on social media:

LinkedIn

Instagram

YouTube
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